TEST TAKING SKILLS

Examination development is a multi-step process and is Subject Matter Expert (SME) driven. SME’s are chosen based on their experience, education and diversity. This ensures that examination questions are not too difficult or too easy for applicants.

The main purpose of any professional examination is public and consumer protection, not for protection of the professional. These processes ensure that a professional is competent and knowledgeable to provide services. Examinations are designed to prove competence, therefore not everyone should or will pass.

CONTENT OUTLINE

- Large job description – delineates the essential functions, knowledge and competencies.
- Updated every 5-7 years.
- Full Content Outline is listed on the PCB website.

EXAMINATION

- The number of questions and time allotted are listed in the application.
- All questions must be linked to the Content Outline and a reference.
- Competence vs. Expertise: The purpose of an examination is to identify candidates possessing the necessary competencies to practice in order to protect the public NOT to demonstrate expertise, exceptional talent, or knowledge of obscure topics.
- All questions must be valid, reliable and fair.
- Multiple-choice, one correct answer. There are no true/false or fill in the blank questions. Questions are never developed to try to trick or confuse a candidate. For security reasons, questions on the examination are not released to anyone.
- Multi-step question writing and review process with SMEs: (1) questions are written, (2) questions are then reviewed for content, applicability, grammar, Content Outline fit, and reference material and (3) put into exam format and reviewed for level of difficulty, duplication and consistency.

TEST TAKING SKILLS

Developing good test taking skills help decrease stress and anxiety. They can also optimize your performance on an examination. Knowing the content is most important, but a skilled test taker can utilize techniques to help them answer questions correctly when they are unsure of the answer.

- Study the material over time, in a distraction-free environment.
- Use notes and materials from your training to make flash cards. Provide an example for each definition or key term.
- Study in groups.
- Study in smaller blocks of time over several days instead of one long session.
- Make sure you understand the questions. Ask yourself, what is the question asking?
- Multiple-choice will include options that are plausible so read every answer carefully before selecting a final answer.
- Once a final answer is determined, avoid changing it.
• Always choose a response, even if it’s your best educated guess or you “go with your gut” - avoid skipping questions. If you used your best effort and are still unsure about which answer is correct, then take a guess. If there are four responses, you have a 25% chance of selecting the correct answer.

READING COMPREHENSION

In some cases, a candidate can be fully qualified and know the content, yet still perform poorly or fail an examination. Often, going over some basic reading comprehension skills and seeking assistance in this area is very helpful to candidates. There is nothing wrong with brushing up on these skills from time-to-time as it can dramatically increase test scores and competence.

• Identify the main idea of the question.
• Use context clues to help you understand the question.
• Make connection to what you know about the topic and your work and training experiences.
• Take your time.

There are also resources available to assist candidates who may want extra help in this area.

• Local library
• Community colleges
• Community centers
• Online tools